Chard STW, Biological Treatment
Overview:
Site Location:

>> Chard, Somerset

Client:

>> Wessex Water

Contract Value:

>> £1,015,000

Programme

>> 38 Weeks

Lewis operate at the Strategic Partner level within the
Wessex Water AMP 6 Delivery programme. The Chard
STW scheme formed part of this programme. The site
was to become subject to a reduced Ammonium
output with effect from the regulatory date of 31st
March 2018.
The consent was to be met by provision of additional
biological treatment capacity along with additional
recirculation, comprising of the following main
elements:

Modifications to Filter Distribution Chamber

New 32.5m diameter reinforced concrete filter
with plastic media and associated ancillaries and
pipework. Inc. 127 precast driven piles.

Modifications to Humus Distribution Chamber

Associated chambers and pipework

Supplementary recirculation pump

New access road and adjustment to existing
chemical dosing delivery bund.

FIG 2—Vehicle lay-by and improved aesthetic impact

LCE were engaged to undertake Early
Contractor Involvement on a potentially
challenging scheme, working closely with the
designers
to produce a solution to be
constructed on time, within budget and
without impacting upon operations within a
live treatment works.

Chard STW, Biological Treatment
To demonstrate any savings LCE undertook cost
benefit analysis to review the most economical
foundation construction in existing made ground.
Piling contractors were engaged early on a design
and build arrangement to develop a solution for
comparison against a full excavation and imported
fill. LCE were also engaged early to undertake Trial
Holing to input into pipe routes on a site congested
with existing services and to work with the
designers for constructability support to produce
the RC detailing.
The Construction phase of the scheme was a
success and the site was handed over for
commissioning to budget and within a tight
programme.
The works were completed to a high quality with
the excellent finish achieved on the biological filter
of particular note.
The success of the scheme was testament to the
skill and dedication of the delivery team as well as
the knowledge provided during the design phase.
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